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GRID-BASED VIRTUAL REALITY VISUALIZATION OF VOLUME DATA
PAUL HEINZLREITER , DIETER KRANZLMÜLLER , AND JENS VOLKERT∗
Abstract. Grid computing evolves into a standard method for processing large datasets. Consequently most available grid
applications focus on high performance computing and high-throughput computing. Using the Grid Visualization Kernel GVK,
which is a grid middleware extension built on top of the Globus Toolkit, interactive visualization of the acquired simulation results
can be performed directly on the grid. An example is the visualization of volume data within Virtual Reality environments, where
the data for visualization is generated somewhere on the grid, while the user explores the visual representation at some other place
on the grid.
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1. Introduction. Grid computing is an approach enabling high-performance and high-throughput computing to exploit resources across organizational boundaries for calculation-intensive tasks in science and engineering [9]. Example application areas for grid computing are medical imaging, physics simulations, and
satellite image processing. Due to the large amounts of data involved, such application’s demand for computational power can barely be satisfied by using computational resources of only one organization.
For this reason grid computing offers persistent use of computational resources within virtual organizations
spanning several countries or even continents. These virtual organizations are realized by grid middleware such
as Globus [6], which deliver an abstraction of the underlying hardware, and therefore foster flexible and portable
software development. Other middleware approaches such as Unicore [23], Cactus [3], or Legion [12] have also
been proposed in the field of scientific data processing.
As an extension to these grid middleware toolkits, the Grid Visualization Kernel GVK aims at grid-enabled
data visualization. Due to the nature of many grid applications, GVK’s initial focus lies on the visualization of
three-dimensional volume data as for example medical volume datasets. Providing such a flexible visualization
component within a grid environment has major benefits such as flexibility concerning hardware due to the
common grid middleware layer and direct access to visualization services running on the grid. For simulations
exploiting the possibilities of grid computing, GVK offers a possibility to realize the required visualizations
without being restricted to the usage of a specific visualization device. Therefore it supports various visualization
devices including standard desktop workstations and even sophisticated Virtual Reality (VR) environments such
as the CAVE [4]. The exploitation of virtual reality techniques is particularly useful in the field of scientific
visualization due to the complexity of the involved datasets.
Comparable approaches to GVK are CAVERN [19], CUMULVS [11], WireGL [14], Chromium [15], VLAMG [2], and Dv [1]. CAVERN mainly focuses on collaborative environments that consist of multiple interconnected
VR devices. CUMULVS supports interactive distributed visualization of large data fields. WireGL is a distributed implementation of OpenGL, which enables parallel rendering. Chromium, which is originally based on
WireGL is a high-performance rendering tool mainly targeted at homogeneous cluster platforms.
A globus-based distance visualization approach is presented in [8]. It is applied for remote rendering of
tomographic images and relies heavily on Globus services.
VLAM-G [2] is a grid-based software environment focused at experimental science. It provides visualization
capabilities to the user while hiding the complexity of the underlying grid infrastructure from the user.
Like GVK, Dv [1] also provides a visualization pipeline distributed over the grid. In contrast to GVK, Dv
transmits the program to be executed within the visualization process together with the data from one grid
node to the next.
Compared to these approaches, GVK is designed as a grid middleware component extending the possibilities
of grid computing towards more efficient visualization methods that fully exploit the computational power of
the underlying grid.
This paper describes the volume visualization capabilities and interaction modes of GVK. In Section 2 a brief
overview of GVKs structure and VR visualization is given, while Section 3 describes the interaction in the context
of scientific visualization offered by GVK. In Section 4 an overview over the data transmission mechanisms within
GVK is provided whereas Section 5 describes necessary data transport optimizations. Section 6 describes an an
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application example for grid-based interactive visualization. After that, Section 7 shows some results including
rendered images and measurements before an outlook on future work concludes the paper.
The following section provides an overview of the general GVK structure and the VR visualization possibilities provided to the user.
2. The GVK Architecture for Virtual Reality Visualization. The design of the GVK architecture
focuses on flexibility and efficiency, which are crucial to enable visualization on arbitrary devices connected to
the grid. A major problem is posed by the limited network bandwidth available for transmitting visualization
data. Support for optimized data transmission across grid nodes requires that GVK itself consists of various
subsystems distributed over the nodes involved in the visualization. A block diagram containing the main
modules of GVK and illustrating the data flow between them is shown in Figure 2.1. The GVK portal server
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Fig. 2.1. GVK operational structure

receives the visualization request, which contains all required metadata like visualization type and input data
location. The requests are forwarded to the visualization planner, which derives an appropriate visualization
strategy based on the information provided by the visualization request and resource availability information
obtained from Globus MDS [5]. In the next step the required resources are allocated and the visualization
pipeline is constructed.
Later on, the visualization cycle is initialized by downloading the required data from the simulation server.
The data is processed by sending it through the pipeline, which accomplishes the required data transformations
(e.g. isosurface generation in case of volume visualization). Finally the generated graphics primitives are sent
to the visualization device.
Supporting interaction with the user is achieved by collecting events from the visualization device, processing
them in the main GVK subsystem and sending them back to the simulation server to reflect the interactive
changes by the user within the simulation. Because network transportation optimizations are crucial to GVK,
Globus IO is used as a relatively low level API which provides the required flexibility in network programming
by providing a socket-type access.
An example visualization device connected to GVK is the CAVE [4], which enables the real-time visualization of interactive and complex data in a room-sized projection environment. The usage of such VR visualization
techniques is expected to be useful for visualizing large amounts of data, because of the multiple dimensions
and the immersion provided through stereo representation. OpenGL [24] was chosen for implementing the
subsystem running on the visualization device because of its flexibility, its broad hardware support on desktop
workstations, and easy integration of the CAVE and most other VR visualization devices.
At present, the GVK visualization system can cope with different types of input data:
• Three-dimensional volume data
• Two-dimensional grid data
• Arbitrary triangle meshes
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Most of the input data processed by GVK is represented as three-dimensional volume data, due to the widespread
use of this data format within the context of scientific visualization. To enable fast visualization of such
data it is necessary to generate representations suitable to hardware-accelerated rendering such as triangulated
isosurfaces or impostors. For the isosurface generation the well-know Marching Cubes algorithm [21] and the
advanced Marching Tetrahedron algorithm are applied. Because of its computational requirements the isosurface
triangulation is executed in the grid. The flexible representation of the volume data to be rendered by a voxel
model allows the encoding of arbitrary additional information per voxel within the model. This is implemented
by storing a string for each voxel which encodes required information, like for example density values, material
properties, or flow field vectors. The necessary description of the string semantics is delivered to the GVK main
subsystem by the visualization request. The visualization of two-dimensional grid data is done by triangulating
the given data by means of adaptive mesh algorithms [13].
3. Interaction within GVK. An important feature of GVK is interactivity within the generated visualization scenarios. The devices which can be used for interaction depend on the type of visualization environment.
Sitting in front of a conventional desktop workstation, the user is limited to keyboard and mouse in most cases.
If a VR device like the CAVE is used, the interaction can be performed using devices that support six degrees of
freedom like the wand, which is a three-dimensional mouse for virtual environments. Another possible extension
is given by natural voice input [16]. There are two different modes of interaction:
• Local interaction
• Interaction with feedback to the simulation
Interaction techniques which can be handled locally on the visualization device are well-known techniques
concerning changes of the observer’s viewpoint and transformations of the whole model like scaling, rotation,
and translation. These types of interaction can be processed autonomously on the visualization device without
producing latency imposed by limited network bandwidth.
A more complex type of interaction affects the visual representation and the simulation data itself. At first
the change requests are sent back to the GVK main subsystem, which processes them to calculate the necessary
modifications for the simulation. Then the updated values are sent back to the simulation server. A drawback
of this interaction mode is given by the requirement for the simulation to provide a specific interaction interface
to GVK.
An example of such an interaction module is a generic voxel editor applicable to a wide range of threedimensional volume data structures. The altered data structures are feed back to the remote simulation process.
Afterwards, a new simulation cycle is invoked. Simultaneously the visualization is updated according to the
users interaction. Thereby the user gets visual feedback about the effects of online data alteration. Consider for
example a flooding simulation in which the user can virtually break a dam by successive removal of the voxels
it is composed of. The editor supports following operations:
• Location-based selection
• Content-based selection
• Voxel deletion
• Voxel copy/cut/paste
Contrary to the straightforward implementation of the data modification operations, the selection has to be
more sophisticated due to the huge amount of voxels composing a typical volume representation.
Content-based selection is a valuable tool if the user wants to visualize only a subset of the available data,
which can be identified by its attributes. Given a input dataset consisting of a density value per voxel, one can
select only a specific range of density values. Another interesting scenario from the medical application domain
would be a set of volume data containing different types of body tissues. In this case content based selection
enables exclusive rendering of the tissue type of interest.
Considering the location-based selection, there are several possibilities for selecting the desired area. Selection operations can be performed on single triangles as well as three-dimensional regions. For selecting single
triangles the OpenGL picking mode can be applied for desktop and VR visualization devices. But in most cases
the selection of a group of triangles is more desirable. The main problem within this approach is given by the
lack of a 3D input device on desktop workstations. Taking into account the 2D mouse position and current
projection matrix, one can derive a pick-ray which is intersected with the displayed volume model. With this
approach the user can select a cylindrical area of interest by specifying diameter, startpoint, and length.
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Fig. 3.1. Selection Cube

Another approach is given by a selection cube, as shown in Figure 3.1, where the user at first specifies the
position of the cube center along the pick-ray, followed by the size of the cube. Within a VR environment, where
a 3D mouse is available, the cube can be positioned directly by evaluating the location of the input device.
The selected triangles are sent to the main GVK subsystem which in turn determines the affected voxels.
This can be accomplished by mapping the position of the selected triangles onto the voxel model. After applying
the desired modifications to the selected voxels they are sent back to the GVK-enabled simulation, which then
updates its internal data structures.
If the user requests a pasting operation of an e.g. previously copied region the semantics of that operation
has to be specified, especially if the target region is not completely empty. The following actions are possible:
• Voxel replacement
• Voxel value addition
• Voxel value subtraction
• Filling of empty regions
A replacement of voxels in the target region is simple approach for handling a paste operation and for many
use cases it is sufficient. For the value addition and substraction the content of the voxels is interpreted as
a numerical value. The value after the paste operation is calculated out of the current voxel contents. If the
target region is partially empty, only the empty voxels could be filled with the new values.
4. Data Transmission. This section presents the different data transmission modes which are provided by
GVK. To cope with the security issues arising within grid environments GVK relies on the security mechanisms
provided by Globus such as GSS-API [7].
4.1. Basic GVK Communication. The modules involved in a visualization are arranged to form an appropriate pipeline and get interconnected by GVK communication connections. The basic GVK communication
functionality is provided by point-to-point connections, which are built on top of Globus IO. In addition to conventional data transmission the transmission over multiple connections based on threads as well as transmission
of data described by a grammar which is sent in advance is provided. The sensibility of data transmission over
multiple connections is illustrated in Figure 4.1. It shows a local minimum for the transmission time using eight
connections which can be explained by the reduced probability of a random packet loss during transmission [18].
The transmission of typed data sends a structural description of the data as a preamble, so that the receiving
side can at first build the appropriate data structures if they are not already agreed upon by the communication
partners. Currently, the data format can contain basic integer and float data types as well as arrays and
structures, which can be mutually nested in order to provide the appropriate description of the applications data.
4.2. Visualization Pipeline Construction . The point-to-point connections used for communication
are constructed according to the well-known client-server model. There are two necessary conditions for a
visualization pipeline:
1. The server has to be available at client startup
2. Deadlocks must be avoided
Considering a more complex visualization pipeline with multiple connections for data transport and interaction,
the startup order for the different modules is vital. To guarantee proper visualization pipeline construction the
required modules are all started by a central instance, the visualization planner.
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Fig. 4.1. Transmission of 400 MB over multiple connections

The distinction between client and server side of a connection is only required during pipeline construction
in order to fulfill the first of the above conditions. During the visualization process each connection endpoint
can send and receive data regardless of its client or server role.
Considering a simple visualization pipeline consisting of three modules the main challenge during visualization pipeline construction is given by the connections which send the interaction data describing the user input
back to the simulation source.
For the GVK visualization planner, which constructs the pipeline, the visualization device is considered as a
pure server, which means it is only handling server type connections. In contrast, the simulation data source is
considered a pure client feeding input data into the visualization pipeline. The modules in between are hybrids
acting as a server towards the the simulation data source and as a client on the visualization side. The main
dataflow is directed from the client to the server side. With the interaction data being sent in the opposite
direction its the other way around. The reason for the configuration is given by the requirement that for all
connections between two components the client and server ends must be the same. This enables a working
invocation sequence for the whole visualization pipeline starting at the visualization end.
In contrast to this strict requirements, the server and client roles which are presented to the user can be
different. For example, if the user sends the visualization request from the visualization device, the device acts
as client towards the GVK portal server.
4.3. Interaction Protocol. If an interactive visualization is required, the complexity of the visualization
pipeline and the number of connections involved is increased significantly by adding dedicated connections for
user input. In most cases these datastreams interconnect the same modules as the connections for visualization
data.
An important issue for interactive visualizations is the reduction of the latency which is imposed by the
network and the processing nodes involved. The following measures can reduce the impact of latency:
• Reduction of the number of involved modules
• Selective rendering of changed parts
• Reduction of visualization quality
Considering a visualization pipeline containing more than two modules and an interaction influencing the
simulation data source at the other end of the visualization pipeline, the latency can be significantly reduced by
immediately updating the visualization before forwarding the user input to the data source. This may lead to
invalid representations until the data from the next simulation step is sent. The applicability of this approach
is dependent on the type of the visualization pipeline and the timespan of a simulation step.
Selective rendering of updated parts provides an efficient technique for saving computation time and network
bandwidth during the visualization process. This well-known approach is also applied in the area of graphical
user interfaces in order to reduce the time spent during the redraw operation for a window being activated.
Within the context of a distributed rendering system like GVK it is even more beneficial. But during
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execution of a partial re-rendering operation it is important that the integration of the newly rendered area
into the data already available at the visualization device can be done smoothly. An additional issue to be
considered is the state of the simulation which is providing the data for the visualization. If the simulation has
advanced too far during the user interaction, the whole representation has to be updated and sent through the
visualization pipeline.
5. Optimizations within GVK. When transmitting large datasets for visualization purposes over the
grid, network bandwidth inherently becomes the limiting factor to performance. Despite the substantial progress
made in network bandwidth over the last years, todays Internet is far from being capable of transmitting large
amounts of data as delivered by grid computing in reasonable time. For this reason several optimization techniques are provided by GVK to minimize interaction latency. Besides conventional data compression techniques
[20], promising approaches are
• Occlusion culling
• Level-of-detail filtering
• Reference rendering and image warping
Occlusion culling [25] reduces the number of polygons to be transmitted by omitting the hidden parts of the
model during the initial transmission steps. While the user is investigating the model, the rest of the polygons
are transmitted. Level-of-detail algorithms [10] exploit hierarchical structures of triangle meshes by sending
a coarse representation of the model first and finer representations afterwards. Reference rendering [22] uses
pre-rendered images of defined viewing positions, which are sent to the visualization device on which to provide
visual correct depictions for the given point of view at relatively high framerates. For more details on the
applied optimization techniques, please refer to [17].
In order to implement all the mentioned optimizations it is necessary to use a low level programming
interface to the data transmission functionality of Globus to provide maximum freedom to the implementation.
Hence, the implementation is based on Globus IO.
6. Application Example. One application, which has been implemented to illustrate the feasibility of
the GVK approach is a distributed volume rendering application consisting of three components:
• A data source providing volume data
• A data processing module doing isosurface extraction
• An interactive triangle mesh rendering component
The input data which enters the visualization pipeline consists of volume data represented by a set of voxels.
Different types of input data have been tested, like a digital terrain model and several different three-dimensional
geometric primitives.
The data processing module performs isosurface extraction based on the marching cubes or marching
tetrahedron algorithm on the volume data and extracts the isosurface requested by the user. The obtained
triangle meshes are then stored on the data processing server to speed up future access from possibly multiple
clients.
To reduce the load on the network as well as the required computation time a level of detail approach
has been embedded into the isosurface extraction algorithm. The resolution of the produced triangle mesh is
dependent on the size of the marching cube used within the isosurface extraction. After extraction each level
of detail is stored on the dataserver and sent to the registered visualization clients upon request.
The visualization client receives the triangle mesh from the data processing module and presents it to the
user by rendering on a desktop workstation or in the CAVE. Available rendering modes include wireframe
representation, flat, and smooth shading.
The volume rendering pipeline supports sophisticated interaction possibilities like cut, copy and paste
operations with different semantics like adding, substracting, and replacing the data in the paste region.
The selection is performed by a cube-type selector as shown in Figure 3.1. Additional user interface
functionality includes Undo and Redo. This operations are acomplished by storing the intermediate visualization
results in Undo and Redo buffers within the data processing module and restoring them upon request.
7. Results. This section shows a few rendered images of test datasets including geometric primitives and
a heightfield. Figure 7.1 represents a collection of geometric objects triangulated with the marching tetrahedron
algorithm and rendered using smooth shading, whereas Figure 7.2 shows a visualization done in wireframe
mode. Figure 7.3 gives an example for a heightfield visualization representing an terrain elevation map.
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Fig. 7.1. Geometric objects with smooth shading

Fig. 7.2. Wireframe representation of a sliced sphere

Fig. 7.3. Elevation map

Figures 7.4 and 7.5 illustrate runtime measurements for the triangulation part. The input data model used
for the measurements is shown in Figure 7.1. The results are represented by two graphs, one for the marching
cube and the other for the marching tetrahedron algorithm. A comparison of the two graphs in Figure 7.4
illustrates that the marching tetrahedron algorithm produces significantly more triangles than the marching
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cube algorithm. This leads to better triangulation without ambiguities but also results in a higher load on
the network when the triangles are sent to the visualization device. These measurements also illustrate the
importance of triangle count reduction for visualization speedup.

Fig. 7.4. Dependency between polygon count and level of detail

Fig. 7.5. Dependency between runtime and level of detail

Figure 7.6 illustrates the latency within an interactive rendering pipeline dependent on the number of
triangles which are processed. The pipeline consists of three nodes, a data source sending out an array of
heightfield data, a triangulation module which produces the triangulation of the heightfield, and a rendering
module which is displaying the triangle mesh in the CAVE. The diagram shows the time between the user issuing
a request and the visualization being updated. In this case the user request is sent back over the triangulation
node to the data source which then feeds the changed data into the pipeline.
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8. Conclusions and Future Work. The Grid Visualization Kernel is a grid middleware component
for visualization purposes that supports various types of input data and visualization devices. In contrast
to existing distributed visualization solutions, GVK uses the computational power available on the grid for
visualization optimizations. GVK is currently available as a first prototype with only limited data processing
and visualization features, like VR represention in the CAVE and network transport optimization by using
standard data compression algorithms and level of detail reduction of triangle meshes. Available visualization
devices include triangle mesh renderers and an image based visualization tool.
Future work will focus on extending the flexibility of GVK as well as dynamic adaptation to varying
bandwidths. Another important issue will be a more flexible interaction model which can be applied to different
applications.
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